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About This Game

Epsilon is a secret community. There are a lot of mysteries and legends about it. You was kidnapped and they kept you in their
secret laboratory. But you have the chance to escape and figure out what's going on. No one was so close to unlocking.

Features:
- Atmosphere

- Puzzles
- Easter Eggs

- A mysterious story
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Title: Epsilon corp.
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Alexandr Kataev
Publisher:
Jack Twin
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 - Attention: Windows 8 MAY cause problems

Processor: AMD Phenom 9550

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 4800 or better (of course also NIVIDA)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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ya get what ya pay for...however, game is hinckey; for example, the 'saving' came up on my screen and stayed there...
????
Even though my automatic weapon had plenty of ammo, failed to shoot costing me progress up the stairs.
Little things like that take away the fun and ability to move along.
Oh well...
Buy at your own risk....
. This is a horror themed FPS with a lot of problems.

The game was clearly made on the cheap with a free game engine. It's full of bugs, lacks stability, runs poorly, and looks
terrible. There's no graphics settings available so you're stuck with the way it looks. The whole game is so amateurish it comes
together like a half-finished weekend project from high schoolers.

At $3 this "game" is massively overpriced.. I haven't finished the game yet - I don't know how long it is, so far it's been around
40 minutes of me playing it. If you wanna see what playing the game looks like before buying it, here's some gameplay: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/GS-jja2VVVw part 2 is currently rendering right now.

It's a fun game so far, pretty scary. Here are some pros and cons

Pros:
Very easy game to run. Not laggy at all.
Graphics are nice.
Exciting to play.
Shooting mechanics are good, except the enemies can endure a lot of bullets, which is a bit annoying.
Overall, good game

Cons:
When I try to ALT TAB out of the game it won't let me, which is annoying.
Like I said, the enemies can endure a lot of damage.

AND that's pretty much it! Like I said, good game so far. I don't know how long it is, but I'm excited to finish it.

. I found a picture of Pewdiepie in a locker.... I haven't finished the game yet - I don't know how long it is, so far it's been
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AND that's pretty much it! Like I said, good game so far. I don't know how long it is, but I'm excited to finish it.

. Well Folks my timne playing (if that's what you can call it) Epsilon Corps went something like this :-

*Got it to boot up without too much swearing
*wandered about a bit and found a note and a spanner
*Got Savaged to death by an invisible Dog
*Reloaded
*Waved a Spanner at an invisible Dog, Spanner had no effect....Died
*Reloaded
*Swatted invisible Dog to death with the Note?????!!
*Climbed in an air-vent and fell through the floor
*Reloaded
*Game Freezes
*Punched Keyboard in frustration
*Reloaded
*Got out of Air-vent and got killed by crawling Zombie
*Reloaded
*Waved Spanner at Zombie.....Died
*Reloaded
*Waved note at zombie...Died
*Screamed Abuse at the screen
*Reloaded
*Picked note up off table, Ran away from zombie, Shut Zombie in the room behind me and Fell Through the Floor
*Laughed Hysterically, Chucked Keyboard out of window and booked a week in a rubber room!

In short this game is simply unplayable it has more bugs than your average Beehive!
It's a shame as it has a good premise and nice atmosphere

1\\10. Nothing interesting. Poor plot, mechanics, graphics and so on.
Bad for modern machines, the scaling is not right , no settings option at all.
Too many bugs and freezes.
Do not worth it's price.. Even though this game is generically made, I actually found it fun, even with just 16 minutes of play
time.
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Nothing interesting. Poor plot, mechanics, graphics and so on.
Bad for modern machines, the scaling is not right , no settings option at all.
Too many bugs and freezes.
Do not worth it's price.. I actually enjoyed it, but then I have a thing for "bad", B-movie style first-person shooters (most other
people don't, obviously!). I thought it was an entertaining and atmospheric, albeit very simplistic, shooter with some interesting
level design and cohesively used assets. The game did crash several times during loading, but that seems to be unavoidable when
it comes to games made with FPS Creator. I just wish it had been longer \u2014 I would've gladly spent an hour or two more
with it \u2014 but considering what I paid for it (\u20ac0,59) I think an hour of gameplay was totally acceptable!. WEEELLPP,
I just wasted $2.99. https://youtu.be/9FpIz1nNvgk

This games biggest problem is the fact it is built on the FPSC engine. A free game creator that crashes. A lot. And sometimes
you can randomly fall through the map.

However even if it did'nt constantly crash the awful AI and terrible gunplay would still make this a game one to avoid.

There is one particular level where you need to ascend a staircase guarded by about ten AI soldiers. Teeth grinding frustration as
they instantly spin round and instakill you...only by abusing quicksave and trying to glitch them on corners can you get past this
level. To add insult to injury apart from looooong load times, loading and saving is when FPSC likes to crash the most.

Fun times.

And in typical FPSC fashion the graphics are incredibly ugly, and the audio is pretty much average at best.

Give this one a miss gang.. i dont know what to rate this game it starts out good but it always crashes during the boot screen to
the second level. i dont know what to rate this game it starts out good but it always crashes during the boot screen to the second
level. WEEELLPP, I just wasted $2.99
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